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On January 5, 2013, a challenge
was presented– build a robot
that can shoot Frisbees and
climb a pyramid. Three months
later, around 4,000 teams show
up to competitions with their
robot. But what happens in
those three months? How do
we decide what to do– what
parts to put on our robot? It’s
only through our team’s design
process that we are able to
answer these questions. Over
the years, our team’s design
process has evolved to become
as efficient and productive as
possible. Once the challenge
was presented, our team of 60
split into four different teams,
each designing a robot without
communicating with each other. The following week, each
team presented all the pros

and cons of the aspects of their
robot. The next morning, all
the mentors and team leads sat
down together and after about

Some of the members on
the shooter team work on
their prototype.

four hours of many heated
debates and lots of persuasion,
a final design of the robot was
chosen. Next, our team split
again into the final teams of the
year (see The Parts of our Team)

and each team got busy with
figuring out exactly how they
would build their mechanism,
create the electrical board, or
code their part. About two
weeks later, all the sub-teams
presented their ideas for a
preliminary design review. All
the designs were critiqued, and
the sub-teams went back to
work to revise their designs,
continue to prototype, and
prepare for their critical design
review. We are just completing
the CDR phase now, and preparing to build the first robot.
After the robot has been built
and the many bugs and flaws of
the design are worked out, a
second and final robot is built
and prepared for battle at the
2013 FIRST competition.

Where are we now?
Prototyping. Lots, and lots of
prototyping. Each team is in the
stage where they all know what
they want to do, they think they
know how to do it, but they have
to finalize the plans on how they
are going to make that happen.
So where are our teams now?
The shooter team is working on

integrating their working prototype with other team’s mechanisms. The drive train is ready to
begin making the protobot (our
first robot). The hopper and
pickup team is testing their kicker device and integrating with the
shooter team. Lastly, the climber
team is almost done with their

first prototype.
All the teams are working hard
to complete their prototypes so
we can begin putting together
the protobot! Although we only
have eighteen days left, everybody is hopeful that we will have
two complete robots before the
competitions.
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Our FLL Judging Experience
On January 12th, 2013,
some of the members of
our team decided to take
a break from their everyday activities on the RAID
Robotics team, and spend
a day with little kids on
FLL robotics teams, who
will one day be just like
us. Team members David,
Jenny, Matt, Anibal, and
Sean got to spend a day at
a FLL qualifier event.
These teams compete in

Team member David
judges a happy and
successful FLL team

course and manipulating
objects related to geriatric
care, such as moving a
Lego helper dog to a certain position on the
field. The kids also taught
us a thing or two, such as
the need to keep design
ideas simple in order to
accomplish a variety of
tasks. It was an overall
rewarding experience that
we would love to do again
in the future.

The Parts of our Team
In 2007, our team started out
with around seven dedicated
students all working together.
Now, our team involves
around 60 kids, and this requires a lot of organization.
How do we do it? Our team is
comprised of a team captain,
and four main divisions; hardware, integration, game, and
strategy.

Our team at the end of the end
of the DC competition

THE

challenges that are in
many ways similar to ours,
but on a smaller
scale. Our team members
acted as judges in matches, a rewarding experience that gave our students a chance to teach
the younger generation
how far they can go in the
world of STEM. These
matches consisted of each
team's robot moving
through an obstacle
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Our hardware division, led by
Grace, is the largest of the
team, and is responsible for
designing and building the
mechanisms and base of the
robot. This year, our hardware
division has been split into six
subgroups: a climber team in
charge of creating a device to
lift our robot up a pyramid, a
shooter team which is responsible for creating the device to
accurately shoot Frisbees, a
drive train team which is
tasked with creating the base
of our robot, a hopper and
pick up team which makes the
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device that will pick up Frisbees off the ground and
transport them to the shooter,
a field team which creates an
accurate replica of the playing
field, and a CAD team which
makes designs of all of the
parts on the robot using a
computer program.
The second subdivision is the
integration division, run by
Ryan, which is the second
largest division on our team.
The integration team is comprised of the electrical and
software subdivisions. The
software team is responsible
for designing and writing the
code that runs the robot, and
the electrical team makes sure
all parts of the robot are communicating with each other.
The third division, or the game
division, is led by Kadallah. The
division is comprised of the
drive team, outreach, and
promotion, which is in charge
of effectively spreading the

FIRST message, applying for
awards, maintaining a website
site, contacting and keeping up
interactions with sponsors,
and providing a system for
contacting all students, mentors, and parents .
The fourth and final division is
the strategy, run by Blair. The
strategy team is responsible
for ensuring that our robot's
design effectively addresses
the challenges of this year's
competition. The business
subgroup is in charge of managing all of the teams business
interactions and budget control.
Our team would not be able
to function without our organizational structure. It allows
for every student in our large
group to be able to have a job
on our team and play a role in
whatever aspect of FIRST they
want to explore.
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“Our mentors
inspire me to
achieve

Introducing Some of Our Mentors
What would our team be without
our mentors? Probably some clueless kids with a bunch of ideas and
no way to put them into action. It is
through the work of our mentors
that we are able to keep our team
highly organized. Our mentors
work especially hard to keep the
students safely on the right track
and make sure they always have
something to do, but they also

ensure that our team is mostly
student run. They give us lessons
and guide us on our way, while
making sure that, ultimately, it is
the students who build and produce each year’s robot. Each year
we generally have one to three
more mentors join our team, usually because their child is becoming
involved in robotics for the first
time. However, we have some

greatness!”
~Team Captain-

mentors who have really stuck it
out with us over the years. Mr.
Saunders has been with us since the
team began in 2007, Mr. Johnson
and Ms. Brackett since 2008, Mr.
Qualls since 2009, Mr. Bialick and
Mr. Kaplan since 2010, and Mr.
Dunn since 2011. We have many
more new mentors that have joined
us this year or last year, and we
hope they’ll continue the journey.

Our Team– Then and Now
Our team now consists of around
60 kids, which is a considerably
large team for FRC. But what isn’t
normal, is how we started out with
only seven kids on our team– only
seven years ago. How did our team
grow so fast? Maybe the kids in our
school just have a greater love for
engineering? We think it’s something else. We believe that our
team’s process of taking in new

students and welcoming them into
our team is what did the trick. Our
team is known for making sure that
every member is used to their full
potential, and that everybody always has a job. Every subgroup has
been strategically created to include
underclassmen and upperclassman
to optimize the learning experience
of the new students, so that they
too will be able to mentor the fu-

ture generations.
Our team’s ability to
really include new
students and incorporate them allows
for
maximum
growth and evolution of our continually developing team.

This is
our
team
from
2009, 2
years
after we

Adam
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Thank you to our generous sponsors!
National Security Agency

Contact Info

Helm Point Solutions
SAIC
The PTR Group
Booz | Allen | Hamilton
AKAYLA

Interested in sponsoring us or learning more about the team?

CollabraSpace

Contact David Oletsky at

Kimball Consulting, Inc.

davidoletsky@gmail.com

SEARS
Parkinson’s & Movement Disorders Center of Maryland
FFI Aerospace and Defense
The Bright Minds Foundation

-or(443) 878 - 7503
Follow us on our NEW twitter@raidrobotics
Check out our website, we have
new videoshttp://first.raidtech.net/index.php/

